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personally to the Council of Ambassadors and to read them
General Haller's telegram. After he had begun his speech
it was discovered that his secretary was under the impression
that Paderewski had put the telegram into his pocket, while
Paderewski understood the secretary to have brought it
along with a number of other documents. Actually the
telegram had been left at the Ritz. Although the document
was missing, Paderewski quoted all the figures from it.
Later in the day they were checked, and it was found that
he had quoted every one correctly, although he had read
the telegram only once.
IX
Undoubtedly Paderewski's close contact with some of the
most important men in Paris was one of the main assets of
the Polish cause.   These contacts were helpful not only
where great issues were concerned.   The vastness and
complexity of the Conference involved hundreds of minor
details, which could only be dealt with through unofficial
channels, through personal relationships and with the help
of fiiends.   Meetings  with  other  statesmen  had  to  be
arranged unofficially ;   certain documents had to be got
hold of;  private secretaries and experts had to be seen,
advised, questioned or persuaded.   In all this varied work
no one helped Paderewski more than the little girl whose
duty it had been thirty years earlier to entertain him in a
large Roman studio while her father,  Laurence Alma
Tadema, painted his portrait.   The friendship and loyalty
which Paderewski inspired were rarely more fruitful than in
the case of that Englishwoman, who, devoted to him, became
one of the most powerful advocates of the Polish cause in
England.   Miss Alma Tadema had been an intimate friend
both of Paderewski and of his wife throughout the years of
their married life ; she usually spent the whole summer at
Riond Bosson and often travelled with them.    Officially
she was almost unknown in Paris ; she did not visit those

